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Abstract—Instant messaging product is one of the most important social network products. It promotes the development of communication, business and mobile networks. However, with the development of instant messaging system, some of the disadvantages gradually are showed out, such as the proprietary is too strong, repetitive development cycle is too long, and the safety is not ideal. In order to better solve these problems, we designed an instant messaging system based on the cloud platform. Firstly, we built IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) cloud platform of the instant messaging service and implemented the function interface. Secondly, we built the Opnifre server which is a Real Time Collaboration (RTC) server licensed under the Open Source Apache License, realized the data conversion between XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) and HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol), and developed the extension function plug-ins. Finally, we implemented the Android client based on the above platform. The Instant messaging system based on IaaS has a good performance which can be independently introduced to other business areas, extends the function of Openfire server and shortens development cycle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Instant Messaging (IM) system [1], [2] has rapid development in recent years, however, IM system at present has some limitations. It cannot be introduced to other areas of commerce, and cannot guarantee safety and maintainability. IM which is implemented based on Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [3], [4] cloud platform can solve the above problems.

IaaS [5] is an infrastructure and service. It provides a service which includes using of all computing infrastructure to consumers, such as CPU, memory, storage, networks, and other basic computing resources. The consumer does not manage or control any cloud computing infrastructure, but can choose operating system, storage space, deployment of application, and can also possible to obtain the limit control of the network components. OpenStack [6], [7] is a cloud computing management software which was researched and developed cooperatively by the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). On IaaS platform, Openstack mainly includes three major projects [8]: operation project of Nova, oriented object data storage project of swift and image file transfer service of glance. Application development of IM based on IaaS platform has become a new research direction in recent years. IM system based on IaaS cloud platform can be independent to other areas of Commerce, which can solve the IM system of proprietary strong problem. Expansion function of Openfire on open source servers can widen the domain functionality. And the development of IM based on the platform has a shorter development cycle.

In this paper our main contribution is as follows.
1. We built a private IaaS cloud platform with OpenStack. On the platform we implemented and encapsulated IM function interfaces which can solve the existing problem of IM system.
2. Based on the platform, we built Openfire server which implemented the communication between clients and the Openfire server.
3. We implemented data conversion between XMPP and HTTP protocol on Openfire server.
4. On the Openfire, we developed extension plug ins which made up the insufficient function of the Openfire server.
5. We implemented the Android client on the platform and verified the interface instances.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the related work about IM system. In Section 3 we describe the system requirement analysis. In Section 4 we design the system. In Section 5 we implement and evaluate the system. In Section 6 we present the conclusions of this work and the next step work in future.

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, IM system technique is mainly as follows. Loesing Karsten et al. [9] proposed an IM system, which is explicitly designed to protect user presence without the need of a trusted central registry. Zhang weize et al. [10] employed an open instant messaging protocol called XMPP to build a web instant messaging system in browser/server structure for distance education. Bin Zhang et al. [11] designed and integrated a secure add-in seamlessly into the MSN client utilizing interfaces of the MSN client. Gao yunxiang et al. [12] proposed a new service model and implementation mechanism based on Jabber/XMPP.
proposed a universal architecture that supports broadcasting of messages to users in a particular physical region. Liu Xiufeng et al. [14] presented a new approach of location service system which realizes location-based mobile IM chatting functions. Wei Ya Kun et al. [15] Applied Java language, MySQL database to develop an IM software on the basis of cross-platform Qt development framework and Android operating system. Wang Xiao-Yuan et al. [16] described the implementation in C# of a Client/Server pattern, and the design of an instant message application in LAN. Neviarouskaya Alena et al. [17] research addresses the tasks of recognition, interpretation and visualization of affect communicated through text messaging.

The above papers mainly concerning the function and structure of IM system, however, how to design an ideal platform, overcome the proprietary of IM system, avoid long repetitive development cycle, and improve the efficiency of the communication is still to be researched.

III. SYSTEM REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

In order to implement IM system based on IaaS platform, we should build a cloud platform, develop the IM function, and deploy the IM function to the cloud platform which includes good external interfaces. On the client, the system should have the ability of processing local storage and data transmission. On the server, the system should have the ability of accepting connections, parsing protocol and connecting to the cloud platform.

According to the functional requirements, we planned seven interface modules. In the system, these seven modules of Openfire correspond to the interfaces of IaaS platform. The specific design of the seven modules is shown in IV section.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. System Target

The target of IM system based on IaaS platform is as follows:

- Our cloud platform server is built based on OpenStack, and the interfaces of IM function should be encapsulated.
- The multi-clients communicate normally through connecting the server. And the client’s account and password should be safe and reliable.
- Openfire should be optimized. In view of requirement analysis of IM function, we should expand its functions, realize the protocol conversion on the server, and make up the deficiency of Openfire function.
- The communication between Openfire and cloud platform should be implemented and the platform interfaces should be called correctly.

B. System framework

IM system based on the IaaS platform is divided into three parts: the cloud platform, Server and Clients. The architecture of the IM system is shown in Fig. 1.

![IM system architecture](image)

- Cloud platform: We build a cloud platform based on OpenStack, and at the same time, we implemented and encapsulated the function interfaces of IM system. The composition of OpenStack project is as shown in Fig. 2. Openstack compute is cloud computing controller which provides a management tool for the cloud platform. It can run virtual machine instances, control project and user access to the cloud, and manage network at al. OpenStack Object Storage is an object storage system which is extensible. It can store a variety of data. Image service (Glance) is an virtual machine image service which can storage, query and detect on the virtual machines.

![OpenStack project composition](image)

The step of building the cloud platform based on OpenStack is as follows.

*Step 1:* Three networks are defined in Virtual box. NET1 is management network, NET2 is public network, and NET3 is object storage network.

*Step 2:* Three virtual machines are created and started. One is controller virtual machine, and the others are fuel virtual machines.

*Step 3:* The nodes are configured as cloud computing nodes and the control nodes.

- Client: Client implements the interface functions of the cloud platform, which including user login management, friend management, one to one chat,
chat room, state management, footprint sharing and other modules. We propose specific design in Section IV-D.

- **Server**: According to the requirement of the platform, server extends functions, encapsulates the protocol interface of HTTP, and implements conversion between HTTP and XMPP [18]. The implement of protocol conversion is shown in Section V-D.

C. Communication Protocol of IM System

- Communication architecture of XMPP protocol: XMPP [19] which is client-server architecture does not combine with the specific network. The abstract of the architecture is shown as follows (The symbol “−” means XMPP communication, and the symbol “=” means arbitrary communication protocol).  
  \[ C1 − S1− S2 − C3 \]
  \[ C1, C2, C3 = \text{Client} of \text{XMPP} \]
  \[ S1, S2 = \text{Server} of \text{XMPP} \]
  \[ G1 = \text{AGateway between XMPP and an external message network} \]
  \[ FN1 = \text{An external messagenetwork} \]
  \[ FC1 = \text{AnClient of external message network} \]

XMPP address structure: An entity in the network structure is considered to be a node. It has a unique identifier JID that is entity address which is used to identify a user or the other content, such as a chat room. An effective JID should include some elements such as domain identifier, node identifier, and resource identifier.

- XMPP message format: XMPP includes three top-level XML elements: Message, Presence, and IQ. Message represents the transmission message. When the user sends a message, the Message element will be inserted in the context of the flow. Presence represents the state of the user, such as online, offline, etc. When the user changes his state, a Presence element will be inserted in the context of the data flow. IQ represents a request-response mechanism which an entity sends a request, and another entity accepts the request and responds.

D. The Design of the Function Modules

- **User management**: it includes operation of login, registration, and exit. We wrote the server domain name on Openfire [20]. When the user registers, the module determines whether the domain name of the server can be connected to the Openfire. If the domain name can be connected, the registration information will be sent to Openfire. Then Openfire will receive the XML format messages, and parse the message into an HTTP data flow which is sent to the cloud platform. The cloud platform will check processing, and encrypt the password which will be stored to the database. Then, the cloud platform returns successfully registered information to Openfire. Finally, protocol conversion will be finished, and sent to Client. User management interaction diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

- Friend management: It includes adding, deleting, finding friends and friends list. Client sends the request to Openfire which sends the request to the cloud platform through the interface. Cloud platform based on the Client request for processing. The Friend management interaction diagram is shown in Fig. 4.
One-to-one chat: It is a communication between two clients. "A" sends the instant messages to "B", at this time, "A" sends the request to Openfire which receives the request, formats the data, and sends the request to the cloud platform. After receiving the message, the cloud platform judges whether "B" is online. If "B" is online, the cloud platform will directly send the message to "B", and "B" will receive the message to process. If "B" is not online, then the cloud platform will store the message to the offline message list, send the message to "B" when "B" is online, and delete the offline records. One to one chat interaction diagram is shown in Fig. 5.

Group management: It mainly includes creating groups, updating group information, adding and deleting group members. The Group management interaction diagram is similar to figure 4, so it not to be detailed here.

Chat room: It is a process of a one-to-many chat. If a client speaks, Openfire will send the message to other clients in the chat room. This client sends the message to Openfire which receives the message, formats the data and sends the message to the cloud platform. After receiving the message, the cloud platform sends the message to the contact person, and this is one-to-one processing. After the clients return the feedback information, Openfire sends the information back to the user. The chat room interaction diagram is shown in Fig. 6.

State management: Users have their own login status which is online, off-line, and busy, etc. State management can modify the state of the users. If Openfire receives the request of modification, the request will be sent to the cloud platform which will modify and store the user’s state. Then, cloud platform will return back the results to the Openfire, and Openfire will push the state to the others clients by broadcasting. The State management interaction diagram is shown in Fig. 7.

Footprint sharing: When the user shares the microblog information to platform, Openfire will receive the request and send the request to the cloud platform. Cloud platform will return the processing result to Openfire according to the request. The Footprint sharing interaction diagram is shown in Fig. 8.

E. Openfire Sever Design

The design steps of Openfire sever is as follows:

Step 1: Openfire source code deployment. We packed the plug-ins of Openfire, Set running data and configured database.

Step 2: Openfire source codes parse. When Openfire running, it receives messages by ConnectionHandler, and processes the message by StanzaHandler. Openfire parses the message according to the nodes of XML's byte flows. The result of parsing is sent to PacketRouterImpl which classify the messages. The detailed data flow of parsing is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 6. Chat room interaction diagram

Fig. 7. State management interaction diagram

Fig. 8. Footprint sharing interaction diagram

Fig. 9. Data flows parsing of Openfire
V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

A. Openstack Build

In this study, we used Openstack to build cloud platform which need to use three PC. If conditions are limited, the environment can also be instead of the virtual machine. The detailed environment deployment configuration: at least for dual core processor, memory more than 4G, and disk more than 200G. We used fuel file to deploy the Openstack.

B. Instant Messaging Interface Implementation

In order to implement the instant messaging interface, we wrote the compute function modules by secondary development. The steps are as follows.

Step 1: We created instant messaging interface file. In the interface file, we verified the sending data from the client and stored the data in the database.

Step 2: Call the interface needs a display page. We added the layout of the page and the display of obtained data according the requirement.

Step 3: We created the access address of the interface and configuration of the router. We created the interface resource, and determined the interface for GET or POST.

Through the above steps, we implemented and encapsulated the instant messaging interface. If the interface is updated on openstack, we should restart the Nova.

C. Mobile Client Implementation

The logic structure of application implementation module for client is shown in Fig. 10. We took the footprint sharing module as an example. And the others modules are not to be detailed here. On Openfire, the footprint sharing is an extension function which client can send message and share their tracks. On the map, the client can also show the location and the content of the release information. The user interface of footprint sharing is shown in Fig. 11, the user interface of chat room is shown in Fig. 12. The others user interfaces are not to be displayed here.

D. Openfire Protocol Conversion Implementation

On Openfire, data flow received from the client is XML data format. However, IaaS platform only uses the HTTP protocol. So the Openfire needs conversion between XMPP and HTTP protocol. We implemented the interface of protocol conversion. The steps are as follows.

Step 1: We parsed the XML data flow, found the corresponding key information, and called protocol conversion interface which encapsulated the information to JSON format.

Step 2: When the interface is called, we used the get/post method in HTTP to call the corresponding interface of the IaaS platform. And the JSON data information is sent to the platform, then waiting for the feedback results of the authentication.

Step 3: The feedback results is HTTP format which are parsed and encapsulated for XML format to the client.

E. System Performance Evaluation

In order to test the performance of the system based on the IaaS cloud platform, we compared the processing time in a single machine environment and IaaS environment. According to the comparison, the advantage of IaaS platform is very obvious with the increase of the amount of data. The performance of comparison is shown in Fig. 13.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we designed and implemented an IM system based on IaaS cloud platform. We fist built a private IaaS cloud platform with OpenStack, and on this platform, we implemented and encapsulated IM function.
interfaces. Secondly, we built Openfire server which implements the communication between clients and the Openfire server, and implemented data conversion between XMPP and HTTP protocol on Openfire server. Thirdly, on the Openfire, we developed plug ins which made up the insufficient function of the Openfire server, and implemented the Android client on the platform. Finally, we compared the processing time in a single machine environment and IaaS environment. According to the comparison, the advantage of our IM system based on IaaS cloud platform is very obvious.

Our IM system based on the IaaS cloud platform has some follow-up work to do. In order to promote the performance of the system, we will optimize the performance of the cloud platform, continue to develop the IOS client and web version.
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